Dear brothers and sisters,
My recording trip to Madagascar went well. We ended up recording Matthew, Mark, John and nine
epistles in the Ntandroy language (Luke and Acts had been done previously). Revoma and I recorded in
separate rooms to cover all the material.

The people in the previous picture include some of the Together in Bible Translation workers. Together
in Bible Translation (https://togetherinbibletranslation.org/) is the organization which describes people
translating Scripture into 12+ languages in Madagascar. Some in this picture are the Ntandroy
translators. We recorded using their voices as well as a few other Ntandroy natives residing in the
Antananarivo area. The gospels Matthew, Mark and John were read like dramas, with each person
given parts. During my month in Madagascar, getting everyone together at the same time was a
challenge, so people recorded their own parts individually.

Father Benolo voicing the part of Jesus

At the end, a number of the Ntandroy team was able to listen through the recordings together.

One of the parts (Matthew’s
narrator), did not have a second
listener during the initial recording.
We discovered more errors than
usual. This is a danger when
recording in the Malagasy language
group: some Ntandroy people have
spent so much time speaking the
sister language Malagasy official
(spoken in the capital) that their
Ntandroy is no longer pure. As I’m
writing this, Revoma is rerecording the narrator part in Tulear
(see right).
Keep Revoma and his speaker in
prayer, for time and accuracy.
Now that I’m back in the States, I’m editing the recordings to get them ready to upload to 5fish.mobi,
the website and app where people all over the world can access Scripture recordings in over 6000
languages.
The Ntandroy people group numbers around 600,000 speakers. Many of those don’t understand any
other language. Many people do not know these Ntandroy recordings exist. Together in Bible
Translation is planning a big promotion campaign to raise awareness.
Pray that people would learn of these Scripture recordings in their language, would listen and would
be blessed.
Pray also for the atttitude of government groups involved with language. For a long time, “official
Malagasy” has promoted to the exclusion of all other languages.
Pray for Together in Bible Translation, as they have undergone some challenges in funding. Pray for
strength and unity within their translation teams. The other dozen languages they work on have less
Scripture than Ntandroy. We recorded in Ntandroy this time because it had the most material translated
and ready.
Thank you to all of you, dear friends, who prayed us through this trip. We experienced the Spirit of
God with us and were filled with his joy.

I was gone for July 4th but got to experience Madagascar’s Independence Day on June 26. In its soccer
stadium, the country held a Christian concert and celebration:

Per the usual in Madagascar, the whole crowd danced in unison. Even the president, who was in
attendance, danced for one song. This is a blessing the Madagascar people have: they worship well. As
also evidenced by church on Sunday:

Some shots of the beautiful location in Antananarivo, where I stayed, taken care of by loving nuns:

With love in Christ,
Joel

